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Historic Art And Contemporary
Jewels At TEFAF New York Fall Art
Fair
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Watches & Jewelry

The third annual TEFAF New York Fall art fair will return to the Park Avenue
Armory in New York on October 27 -31 with about 90 exhibitors from around the
world, including 12 new vendors, showcasing fine and decorative arts, and jewelry
from antiquity through the early 20th Century. In addition, the fair, an extension
of the TEFAF Maastricht art fair held annually in The Netherlands, will host three
contemporary jewelers.

Hemmerle 'Sons Of Horus' Earrings made of brown diamonds, bronze, silver and white gold

HEMMERLE

Disciplines that will be on display include old masters paintings, modern art,
furnishings, ceramics, glass, sculptures, books, manuscripts and Asian art. All the
works go through a thorough vetting process before being included in the fair.

A sketch of a new Reza jewel to appear at TEFAF titled "Tree," featuring two emerald-cut emeralds weighing
1.64 carat and 1.80 carat, pear-shaped and marquise-shaped diamonds and round cabochon rubies. Set on
pink and white gold

REZA

TEFAF organizers say there is a renewed interest in historic art in America and
TEFAF New York Fall is at the forefront of this conversation and climate by
"highlighting the beauty and relevance of historic art within the current
marketplace and providing an engaging platform for collectors and enthusiasts to
view, explore and purchase the highest quality works across collecting
categories.”

Earrings with casts of parrot tulip petals with white and yellow gold, diamonds, vitreous enamel by Otto
Jakob

OTTO JAKOB AND TEFAF

For those who like a first chance to view and purchase what’s available at TEFAF
New York Fall, the Society of Memorial Sloan Kettering will hold its annual
private opening night fundraiser on October 26, which attracts New York society
and celebrities as well as notable collectors and philanthropists. Proceeds from
“The Opening Night” will benefit The Society of Memorial Sloan Kettering’s
patient care, research, and education programs at Memorial Sloan Kettering
Cancer Center. Opening night tickets are available for purchase at
www.society.mskcc.org/tefaf, or by calling 212.639.7972.

A black onyx bird’s head with turquoise eye peaking out of 18k yellow textured gold leaves, the stem
terminating with a triangular cut diamond, signed Cartier Paris, made available by S. J. Shrubsole S. J.
SHRUBSOLE AND TEFAF

Contemporary jewelers familiar to those who attend TEFAF will be showing new
one-of-a-kind creations. Hemmerle, the jeweler that specializes in refined, artistic
jewels, often combining traditional precious gems and metals with more unusual
materials, is celebrating its 125th anniversary a new body of work that pays
homage to Egyptian civilization, called “Revived Treasures.” The collection
combines Egyptian artifacts with Hemmerle’s designs and motifs, including lotus
flowers and temples.

Cartier gold bracelet with Lapis beads presented by A La Vieille Russie

A LA VIEILLE RUSSIE

Place Vendôme jeweler, Reza, will be introducing a few delicate jewels with
classic themes and modern interpretations with exceptional gems; while German
jeweler, Otto Jakob, will bring his miniature wearable artworks inspired by the
magic and artistic power of Etruscan, Celtic and Hellenic masterpieces.

Art Deco Mughal sapphire and diamond Ring, circa 1925 being offered by Siegelson, New York.

SIEGELSON, NEW

YORK AND TEFAF

There’s a much larger contingent of dealers who specialize in vintage, antique and
period jewels. They include: A. Aardewerk Antiquair Juwelier, A La Vieille Russie,
Véronique Bamps, Siegelson, S. J. Shrubsole and Wartski.

An Art Nouveau Pendant by Henri Dubret in 18k gold, turquoise enamel and azurite malachite. Its center is a
stylized image that resembles Osiris, a divinity in Egyptian mythology. It’s being offered by A. Aardewerk
Antiquair Juwelier

A. AARDEWERK ANTIQUAIR JUWELIER AND TEFAF
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